About this talk

In April of 2019, a historic meeting took place at the
Pearl Harbor Visitor Center on Oahu between Japanese
Atomic Bomb Survivors and American Pearl Harbor
Survivors. “Sakura & Pearls: Healing from World War II”
is the documentary that exclusively captured the stories
of how they survived and what they want the future
generations to know. It all started when American
filmmaker G. K. Hunter visited the Atomic Dome in
Hiroshima, Japan where he met his first Atomic Bomb
Survivor named Okihiro Terao-san. After hearing
Terao-san talk about surviving the A-Bomb as a 4 year
old child, Hunter interviewed him on camera, which
bloomed into a feature length documentary. How did
Terao-san survive the first atomic bomb?

About Kamana Hunter

G. K. Hunter is a Director and Writer who shares
inspiring stories of forgiveness to show the future
generations that we can mend the scars of history.
Hunter believes that by learning how to forgive our past
wars, we empower ourselves to prevent future wars. He
began his career as a facilitator of multi-cultural
workshops, helping such groups as Jewish Holocaust

Survivors and Native Americans find healing from the
after effects of their family history. Hunter’s
groundbreaking work has been chronicled in his book
“Healing Our Bloodlines: The 8 Realizations of
Generational Liberation”. It was a natural progression
to capture the work he had been doing for the past 15
years on camera in his documentary “Sakura & Pearls:
Healing from World War II” in an effort inspire the next
generations of upcoming leaders and facilitators. In his
writing and directing, Hunter continues to focus on the
theme of healing World War II, because he sees it as
a monumental stress test that measures humanity’s
capacity to forgive some of the most heinous historical
events. If we can forgive the ‘unforgivable’, then there is
hope that we can stop.
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